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Abstract
We show that the F -signature of a strongly F -regular local ring of characteristic p exists in the case that
the non-Q-Gorenstein locus is dimension 1, given that a certain bound on zeroth local cohomology modules
holds. This bound is shown to hold for rings essentially of finite type over a field. This is the first case in
which hypotheses sufficient to prove the existence of the F -signature are not readily sufficient to prove the
implication that weak F -regularity implies strong F -regularity.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let (R,m, k) be a local ring of positive prime characteristic p. For q = pe, the ring of qth
roots of R, R1/q , is an R-module, the structure of which, reflects information about R, particu-
larly when R1/q is a finitely generated R-module (i.e., R is F -finite). For example, if R1/p is a
finitely generated R-module and contains an R-free direct summand, the ring R is F -pure. Re-
cent work has shown that characterizing the structure of R1/q asymptotically reveals information
about the singularities of R (for example, see [16] for work in a direction different from that
studied here).
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I.M. Aberbach / Journal of Algebra 319 (2008) 2994–3005 2995One such measure is the F -signature of the local ring (R,m, k), introduced by Huneke
and Leuschke [10]. For the moment, assume that k is perfect. Then the F -signature of R is
limq→∞ # of R-free direct summands of R
1/q
qd
, if this limit exists. Of course, if the limit fails to exist,
one may examine the lim inf and lim sup instead. A positive value for either one is equivalent
to the strong F -regularity of R [4] (Section 2 contains more thorough definitions). Yao, in [19],
extends the definition of signature to make sense in the non-F -finite case, provided that the ring
is excellent.
How does one measure the number of R-free direct summands of a finitely generated R-
module M when (R,m, k) is local? The key observation is that for m ∈ M , Rm ⊆ M is a free
summand if and only if m⊗ u = 0 in M ⊗R E, where E is the injective hull of the residue field
and u ∈ E is the socle element [6]. In our situation, E may be described as a direct limit of
irreducible m-primary ideals, which will yield that the number of free summands of R1/q can
be computed as the length of a certain colon ideal. See Proposition 3.1. This colon ideal still
makes sense even in the non-F -finite case. What emerges is that the F -signature is a form of
relative Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity in the injective hull E (cf., [18]). But the non-finiteness of E
means that it is often unclear that the desired limit (i.e., relative Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity) is
well-defined.
The local, CM, normal ring (R,m) is called Q-Gorenstein if the canonical module represents
a torsion element in the divisor class group of R. Thus, if J ⊆ R is a canonical ideal then some
symbolic power of J is principal.
So far, the F -signature has been shown to exist for Gorenstein local rings [10], local rings
which are Gorenstein on the punctured spectrum [19], affine semigroup rings [14], general
N-graded rings [3], and local rings Q-Gorenstein on the punctured spectrum [3]. The last con-
dition can also be characterized as having zero-dimensional non-Q-Gorenstein locus. In each
of these situations, the hypotheses are also sufficient to prove the equivalence of “weak” and
“strong” F -regularity.
In this paper we show that, under a certain boundedness condition on local cohomology, the
F -signature exists for local rings where the non-Q-Gorenstein locus has dimension 1 (in par-
ticular, for 4-dimensional strongly F -regular rings). See Theorems 4.3 and 5.3. Building on a
method of Vraciu we show in Lemma 5.1 that the boundedness condition on local cohomology
holds for rings essentially of finite type over a field. For those readers familiar with the struggle
to show that weak and strong F -regularity are equivalent, this boundedness condition is (on the
surface, at least) considerably weaker than what one would like to show. To the best of the au-
thor’s knowledge, this paper is the first instance of a hypothesis that is sufficient to show that the
F -signature exists, but is not (readily) sufficient to show the implication that weak F -regularity
is equivalent to strong F -regularity.
2. Tight closure, strong F -regularity, and Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity
The theory of tight closure is due to Hochster and Huneke. For further reference see [7,8]
and the book [9]. Let f e : R → R denote the eth iteration of the Frobenius endomorphism,
so for r ∈ R, f e(r) = rq where q = pe. Let Se denote R considered as an R-algebra via f e.
The eth Peskine–Szpiro functor, Fe(−) = Se ⊗R (−), is a covariant functor from R-modules
to Se-modules, that is from R-modules to R-modules. Note that a(b ⊗ m) = (ab) ⊗ m and
b ⊗ am = baq ⊗m.
For any module M there is a natural map M → Fe(M) given by m → 1 ⊗m. We denote the
image of m in Fe(M) by mq . Let N ⊆ M be R-modules. By N [q], or simply N [q], we meanM
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case M = R and N = I is an ideal, we have Fe(R) = R and I [q] ⊆ R is the ideal generated by
{iq : i ∈ I }. More generally, if M = lim−→t R/It , then FeR(M) = lim−→t R/I
[q]
t .
We can now define tight closure. Denote the complement of the minimal primes of R by R◦.
For R-modules N ⊆ M , we say that x ∈ M is in the tight closure of N in M , denoted N∗M (or
simply N∗ if M is understood), if there exists c ∈ R◦ such that cxq ∈ N [q]M for all q  0. N is
said to be tightly closed in M if N∗M = N . Tight closure is truly a closure operation if M is a
finitely generated module.
A ring R is called weakly F -regular if every ideal in R is tightly closed. The ring R is then
normal (so in the local case, a domain) and under mild conditions (e.g., R is the image of a
Cohen–Macaulay ring or R is excellent), R is Cohen–Macaulay. The term F -regular is reserved
for rings for which all localizations are weakly F -regular. A ring is called F -rational if all ideals
generated by parameters are tightly closed. If R is either the image of a CM ring or an excellent
ring then R is F -rational if and only if some system of parameters is tightly closed. F -rational
rings are pseudo-rational [15], and Lipman has shown that two-dimensional pseudo-rational rings
have torsion divisor class groups [11]. Thus, if J is a canonical ideal in a two-dimensional F -
rational ring then there exists N such that J (N) is principal. Hence such a ring is Q-Gorenstein.
A reduced ring R is F -finite if R1/p is module-finite over R. An F -finite ring is said to be
strongly F-regular if for each c ∈ R0, there exists q such that the inclusion Rc1/q ⊆ R1/q splits
as a map of R-modules. Strongly F -regular rings are F -regular. It is an important open question
as to whether or not excellent local weakly F -regular local rings are strongly F -regular.
If (R,m, k) is excellent but not necessary F -finite we define R to be strongly F -regular if for
each c ∈ R0 there exists q such that Rc ⊆ R1/q is pure. This property holds if and only if 0∗E = 0,
where E is the injective hull of k.
Let (R,m) be any local ring of characteristic p and dimension d . Let I ⊆m be an m-primary
ideal. Then the Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity of I is eHK(I ) = limq→∞ λ(R/I [q])/qd . This limit
exists and has been studied extensively by Monsky and others [12,13]. When I ⊆ J are
both m-primary ideals then we may discuss the relative Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity eHK(I, J ) =
eHK(I ) − eHK(J ). It is easy to see that if J = (I, x) for some element x ∈ m then eHK(I, J ) =
limq→∞ λ(R/(I [q] :xq))/qd . More generally, for N ⊆ M ⊆ L such that λ(M/N) < ∞ we have
a relative Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity eHK(N,M;L) = limq→∞ λ(M [q]L /N [q]L )/qd , if the limit ex-
ists. If L is finitely generated, then the limit is known to exist [13]. However, when L is not
finitely generated, as in the case L = ER(k), the existence of the above limit is not at all clear.
Definition 2.1. Let (R,m, k) be an F -finite local ring of characteristic p and dimension d . Set
α = α(R) = logp[k1/p : k]. For each q we may write R1/q ∼= Raq ⊕ Mq where Mq is an R-
module with no free direct summands. We define the following quantities (cf., [2,10]):
• The upper F -signature is s+(R) = lim supq→∞ aqqd+α .
• The lower F -signature is s−(R) = lim infq→∞ aqqd+α .
• If s+(R) = s−(R) the F -signature of R is s(R) = s+(R).
The quantity s−(R) is also defined and studied in [18], where it is called the minimal relative
Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity. Their definition is in terms of a relative Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity
inside the injective hull of the residue field, but Proposition 3.1 and the discussion following it
show that it is the same quantity.
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to 1, with R being regular if and only if s+(R) = 1 [10].
The various F -signatures can be extended to excellent local rings which are not necessarily
F -finite by letting bq = λ(0 :Fe(E) uq), where u is the socle element in E = ER(k), and consid-
ering the lim inf, lim sup, and if it exists, the limit of the sequence { bq
qd
}. In the case that R is
F -finite, bq = aqqα . See Lemma 2.1 and Definition 2.2 of [19].
The connection of the various F -signatures to strong F -regularity was shown in [4] (the
theorem is proved in the F -finite case, but can be extended, using the methods of Yao in [19] to
the non-F -finite case):
Theorem 2.2. Let (R,m, k) be an F -finite local ring. The following are equivalent:
• R is strongly F -regular.
• s+(R) > 0.
• s−(R) > 0.
So one is immediately led to the question of the existence of s(R).
Question 2.3. Let (R,m) be a strongly F -regular local ring. Does the signature of R exist? In
other words, is s−(R) = s+(R)?
An affirmative answer has been given when R is Gorenstein [10], Gorenstein on the punctured
spectrum [19], an affine semigroup ring [14], Q-Gorenstein on the punctured spectrum [3], and
an N-graded algebra over a field [3]. In all these cases, the implication “weak F -regularity ⇒
strong F -regularity” is known. Essentially the same techniques are used to prove both the F -
regularity implication and the existence of the F -signature.
In all these cases, if u ∈ E = ER(k) is the socle element in the injective hull of the residue
field, the quantity eHK(0, uR;E) is shown to exist, and is precisely s(R).
Even in cases where the F -signature is not known to exist it has been shown that
s+(R)/s−(R) eHK(R) [2, Theorem 4.8].
3. Calculating the number of free summands in R1/q
The ring (R,m) is approximately Gorenstein if R has a sequence of m-primary irreducible
ideals {It }t cofinal with the powers ofm. By taking a subsequence, we may assume that It ⊃ It+1.
For each t , let ut be an element of R which represents a socle element modulo It . Then there is,
for each t , a homomorphism R/It ↪→ R/It+1 such that ut + It → ut+1 + It+1. The direct limit
of the system will be the injective hull E = ER(R/m) and each ut will map to the socle element
of E, which we will denote by u. Hochster has shown that every excellent, reduced local ring is
approximately Gorenstein [6].
In fact, when R is CM, has a canonical module, and is generically Gorenstein we may form
the ideals It as follows. Let J be a canonical ideal in R. The ideal J is then a height one unmixed
ideal and R/J is Gorenstein. We may choose a system of parameters x1, . . . , xd for R such that
x1 ∈ J and the images of x2, . . . , xd in R/J form a system of parameters for R/J . The ideal
xt−11 J is also a canonical module for R, so the ring R/x
t−1
1 J is Gorenstein for all t  1, with
system of parameters x2, . . . , xd . Thus all the ideals It = (xt−1J, xt , . . . , xt ) are irreducible,1 2 d
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(J, x2, . . . , xd), then we may take ut = (x1 · · ·xd)t−1u1.
In order to compute aq we can use a result from [2]:
Proposition 3.1. Let (R,m, k) be an F -finite reduced local ring of characteristic p. Let R1/q =
Raq ⊕ Mq be a direct sum decomposition of R1/q over R, where Mq has no R-free direct sum-
mands. Define
Aq :=
{
r1/q ∈ R1/q : r1/q ⊗ u = 0 in R1/q ⊗ER(k)
}
.
Then, aq = λR(R1/q/Aq).
Notice that r1/q ∈ Aq if and only if ruqt ∈ I [q]t for some t  0, so that Aq ⊆ R1/q corre-
sponds to the ascending union of ideals
⋃
t (I
[q]
t :u
q
t ) in R. At this point it is helpful to note
that for any m-primary ideal I , λR(R1/q/IR1/q) = qαλR(R/I [q]). Thus aq = λR(R1/q/Aq) =
qα(R)λR(R/
⋃
t (I
[q]
t :u
q
t )). So letting bq = aq/qα , we get bq = λR(R/
⋃
t (I
[q]
t :u
q
t )). Since R
is Noetherian, every ascending union of ideals stabilizes, so for each q there exists tq such that
bq = λR(R/(I [q]tq :uqtq )). Unfortunately, it seems entirely possible that tq grows as q does.
When R is not necessarily F -finite, then, letting bq be as defined above, we get a way to
define upper and lower F -signatures. See [19, Lemma 2.1, Definition 2.2, and Remark 2.3(2)].
We now examine how to bound the tq . We are assuming that R is CM, so x1, . . . , xd is an
R-sequence. We first note that
I
[q]
t : uqt =
(
xt−11 J, x
t
2, . . . , x
t
d
)[q] : ((x1 · · ·xd)t−1u1)q
= ((xt2, . . . , xtd)[q] : x(t−1)q1 + J [q]) : ((xt−12 · · ·xt−1d )u1)q
= ((xt2, . . . , xtd)[q] + J [q]) : ((xt−12 · · ·xt−1d )u1)q
= (J, xt2, . . . , xtd)[q] : ((xt−12 · · ·xt−1d )u1)q .
So, in effect, we can eliminate x1 from the picture without any trouble. The next several results
show how we may control some of the other exponents under assumptions on the Q-Gorenstein
locus.
The next lemma (Lemma 2.2.3 of [1]) will help control some of the exponents, depending on
the height of the Q-Gorenstein locus, and allows us to prove Proposition 3.3.
Lemma 3.2. Let J be a height one unmixed ideal in the normal CM domain (R,m) of dimen-
sion d . Suppose that for some h, yJ (h) ⊆ aR where a ∈ J (h) and y is a parameter on R/J . For
any N  1, n 1, and y3, . . . , yd ∈m such that y, y3, . . . , yd are parameters on R/J ,(
J (nh), yN3 , . . . , y
N
d
) : y∞ = (J (nh), yN3 , . . . , yNd ) : yn.
Proposition 3.3. Let (R,m, k) be a weakly F -regular local ring of dimension d . Suppose that
R is Q-Gorenstein in codimension i − 1. Then there exists a canonical ideal J and a sequence
of elements x2, . . . , xd ∈ m which are part of a s.o.p. for R, are a s.o.p. on R/J , and have the
property that, letting u1 represent a socle element modulo (J, x2, . . . , xd),
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J, xt2, . . . , x
t
d
)[q] : ((xt−12 · · ·xt−1d )u1)q)
= (J, x22 , . . . , x2i , xti+1, . . . , xtd)[q] : (x2 · · ·xixt−1i+1 · · ·xt−1d )quq1 , (3.1)
for all t  2 and all q  0.
Proof. We first show that we may pick h2 = 1, h3, . . . , hi  1, x2, . . . , xi ∈ m and a2 ∈
J (h2), . . . , ai ∈ J (hi) such that xjJ (hj ) ⊆ ajR for 2  j  i, and x2, . . . , xi is part of a s.o.p.
for both R and R/J . Moreover, it is then the case that xn2J
(n) ⊆ an2R for all n 0.
Since R is normal, J is principal in codimension 1. Let P1, . . . ,Pt be the minimal primes
of J . Then for S = R −⋃ti=1 Pi , S−1J = a2S−1R for some a2 ∈ J . Thus there exists y2 ∈ S
such that JRy2 = a2Ry2 , so for some power yg2 of y2, yg2J ⊆ a2R. Let x2 = yg2 . To see that
xn2J
(n) ⊆ an2R, we can check locally at the associated primes of a2R, which are all height one,
since R is CM. If P is a minimal prime of J then xn2J
(n)RP = xn2an2RP ⊆ an2RP . If P ⊇ J then
x2RP = x2JRP ⊆ a2RP , so xn2RP ⊆ an2RP . Since R is a domain, x2 is part of a s.o.p. for R.
Suppose now that we have picked h2, . . . , hj and x2, . . . , xj as claimed for some j < i. Let
P1, . . . ,Pt be the minimal primes of (J, x2, . . . , xj ), all of which have height j (since R is CM
and R/(J, x2, . . . , xj ) is Gorenstein of dimension d − j ). By hypothesis, for S = R −⋃ti=1 Pi ,
S−1R is Q-Gorenstein, so there exists hj+1  1 such that J (hj+1)S−1R is principal. Say
J (hj+1)S−1R = aj+1S−1R with aj+1 ∈ J (hj+1). This is then true after localizing at one element
y ∈ S, and for some power of y, which we call xj+1, we have xj+1J (hj+1) ⊆ aj+1R. From the
way we have picked the elements, x2, . . . , xj+1 is part of a s.o.p. for R/J , and for R.
We now pick any xi+1, . . . , xd such that it is a s.o.p. for R/(J, x2, . . . , xi), and is part of a
s.o.p. for R/(x2, . . . , xi).
We make one further observation, which we use towards the end of the proof. The ideal
(a2, x3, . . . , xd) has height d − 1, so is generated by a regular sequence. Any minimal prime
P contains (x3, . . . , xd), which has height d − 2. If x2 ∈ P then (x2, . . . , xd) ⊆ P , so P
has height at least d − 1. Otherwise, x2 /∈ P , and since JRx2 = a2Rx2 , (J, x3, . . . , xd)RP =
(a2, x3, . . . , xd)RP , so P has height at least d − 1.
We now show Eq. (3.1) by induction. Fix t  2 and let zt = (x2 · · ·xd)t−1u1, vj =
x2 · · ·xj (xj+1 · · ·xd)t−1u1 and wj = x2 · · ·xj−1xt−1j+1 · · ·xt−1d u1. Note that vj = xt−1j+1wj+1 and
vj+1 = xj+1wj+1. Suppose that for some j < i and for all q we know that(
J, xt2, . . . , x
t
d
)[q] : zqt ⊆ (J, x22 , . . . , x2j , xtj+1, . . . , xtd)[q] : vqj .
We then need to show that for all q ,(
J, x22 , . . . , x
2
j , x
t
j+1, . . . , x
t
d
)[q] : vqj ⊆ (J, x22 , . . . , x2j+1, xtj+2, . . . , xtd)[q] : vqj+1,
since the series of inclusions for j = 2 to j = i − 1 gives Eq. (3.1).
Fix c ∈ J (hj+1) − 0, and fix a q . Suppose that vqj r ∈ (J, x22 , . . . , x2j , xtj+1, . . . , xtd)[q]. For any
q ′th power, write qq ′ = shj+1 + b with 0 b < hj+1. Then
cv
qq ′
j r
q ′ ∈ c(J, x22 , . . . , x2j , xtj+1, . . . , xtd)[qq ′] ⊆ J ((s+1)hj+1) + (x22 , . . . , x2j , xtj+1, . . . , xtd)[qq ′].
Thus, since vqq
′ = (xt−1wj+1)qq ′ , the above equation yields thatj j+1
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qq ′
j+1r
q ′ ∈ (J ((s+1)hj+1) + (x22 , . . . , x2j , xtj+2, . . . , xtd)[qq ′]) : x(t−1)qq ′j+1 + (xj+1)qq ′
⊆ (J ((s+1)hj+1) + (x22 , . . . , x2j , xtj+2, . . . , xtd)[qq ′]) : xs+1j+1 + (xj+1)qq ′ ,
where the second inclusion follows from Lemma 3.2.
Since s + 1 qq ′, we may multiply by xqq ′j+1 to see that
cx
qq ′
j+1w
qq ′
j+1r
q ′ = cvqq ′j+1rq
′ ∈ J ((s+1)hj+1) + (x22 , . . . , x2j+1, xtj+2, . . . , xtd)[qq ′]. (3.2)
Lastly, we observe that
J ((s+1)hj+1) ∩ (x2, x23 , . . . , x2j+1, xtj+2, . . . , xtd)[qq ′] ⊆ (a2, x23 , . . . , x2j+1, xtj+2, . . . , xtd)[qq ′].
To see this, we may check at associated primes of the right-hand side, which, since a2, x3, . . . , xd
is a regular sequence in a CM ring, are all height d − 1. Such a prime P cannot contain both
J and x2, since (J, x2, . . . , xd) is m-primary, so either J ((s+1)hj+1)RP ⊆ J (qq ′)RP ⊆ aqq
′
2 RP
(if x2 /∈ P ), or x2RP = x2JRP ⊆ a2RP (if J  P ). In either case we have the desired inclu-
sion. So, since vj+1 ∈ x2R, the J ((s+1)hj+1) term in Eq. (3.2) must be in (a2, x23 , . . . , x2j+1,
xtj+2, . . . , x
t
d)
[qq ′]
. Thus for all q ′, c(vqj+1r)q
′ ∈ ((J, x22 , . . . , x2j+1, xtj+2, . . . , xtd )[q])[q
′]
, and
hence vqj+1r ∈ ((J, x22 , . . . , x2j+1, xtj+2, . . . , xtd )[q])∗ = (J, x22 , . . . , x2j+1, xtj+2, . . . , xtd )[q]. 
With the same notation and assumptions as in Proposition 3.3, and taking x1 ∈ J such
that x1, x2 . . . , xd is a s.o.p. for R, we let It = (xt−11 J, xt2, . . . , xtd) and I ′t = (J, x22 , . . . , x2i ,
xti+1, . . . , x
t
d ), and let ut = (x1 · · ·xd)t−1u1 and vt = x2 · · ·xi(xi+1 · · ·xd)t−1u1. Then ut is the
socle element modulo It and vt is the socle element modulo I ′t . If we set E = lim−→t R/It and
Ei = lim−→t R/I ′t , then E is the injective hull of k, and Ei is a submodule of E in a natural way.
Let u be the socle element of E (so u may also be regarded as an element of Ei ). Proposition 3.3
then yields as an immediate corollary
Corollary 3.4. With notation as above, and hypotheses as in Proposition 3.3,
bq = λ
(
0 :Fe(E) uq
)= λ( R⋃
t (I
[q]
t : uqt )
)
= λ
(
R⋃
t ((I
′
t )
[q] : vqt )
)
= λ(0 :Fe(Ei) vqt ).
4. The main theorem
In this section we prove our main theorem on the existence of the F -signature under the
assumption that the non-Q-Gorenstein locus is small.
In the proofs below, we will calculate Hilbert–Kunz multiplicities in part by calculating
(conventional) multiplicities. Let (R,m) be a local ring, M a finitely generated R-module of
dimension n, and x = x1, . . . , xn a system of parameters for M (i.e., λ(M/(x)M) < ∞). Then
the multiplicity of x on M is e(x,M) = limt→∞ n!tn λ(M/(x)tM), and it is a theorem of Auslander
and Buchsbaum that
e(x,M) = χ(x,M) =
n∑
(−1)iλ(Hi(x,M))
i=0
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terested in the case that n = 1, and M = R/I , in which case, if x is a parameter on R/I ,
then e(x,R/I) = λ(H0(x,R/I))− λ(H1(x,R/I)) = λ(R/(I, x))− λ((I : x)/I). We also make
use of the associativity formula: e((x),M) = ∑P λ(MP )e((x),R/P ) where the sum is over
primes P ∈ Supp(M) with dimR/P = n. Lastly, we make use of the fact that when dimM = 1
and x is a parameter on M then e(xt ,M) = t · e(x,M). As a reference please see §4.6
of [5].
Theorem 4.1. Let (R,m) be a local, equidimensional, and catenary ring of positive prime char-
acteristic p, and dimension d . Let B ⊆ R be an ideal with dimR/B = 1 and m /∈ Ass(R/B).
Let x ∈ m be a parameter on R/B . Let N = im(R/(B,x)) ⊆ H 1m(R/B) = H 1xR(R/B) =
lim−→t R/(B,x
t ). Let Nt = (B,xt−1)/(B,xt ) ⊆ R/(B,xt ) for t  1.
Assume that the set { 1
qd
λ(H 0m(
R
B[q] ))}q is bounded above. Then the relative Hilbert–Kunz mul-
tiplicity eHK(0,N;H 1m(R/B)) is well-defined and
lim
t→∞ eHK
(
0,Nt ;R/
(
B,xt
))= eHK(0,N;H 1m(R/B)). (4.1)
Proof. Let {P1, . . . ,Pv} be the minimal primes of B , and hence of B[q]. Since R is equidimen-
sional and catenary, each Pi has height d − 1. For any t  1 we have
λ
(
R
(B[q], xtq)
)
− λ
(
B[q] : xtq
B[q]
)
= e(xtq,R/B[q])= tq · e(x,R/B[q])
= tq
(
v∑
i=1
λ
(
RPi
B
[q]
Pi
)
λ
(
R
(Pi, x)
))
= tq
(
v∑
i=1
(
eHK(BPi )q
d−1 +O(qd−2))λ( R
(Pi, x)
))
= tqd
(
v∑
i=1
eHK(BPi )λ
(
R
(Pi, x)
))
+O(qd−1). (4.2)
Set α = ∑vi=1 eHK(BPi )λ( R(Pi ,x) ) and γt = limq→∞ 1qd λ(B[q]:xtqB[q] ). Equation (4.2) shows that
eHK((B,x
t )) = tα + γt .
We get eHK(0,Nt ;R/(B,xt )) = eHK((B,xt ), (B, xt−1)) = (tα + γt ) − ((t − 1)α + γt−1) =
α + γt − γt−1.
We may identify H 0m(R/B[q]) with B
[q] : x∞
B[q] , since x is a parameter for R/B .
For any t  1, λ(B[q] : xtq
B[q] )  λ(
B[q] : x∞
B[q] ), and { 1qd λ(H 0m( RB[q] ))}q is bounded above, so we
must have that the non-decreasing sequence {γt }t1 is bounded above. In particular, limt→∞ γt −
γt−1 = 0. Therefore, limt→∞ eHK(0,Nt ;R/(B,xt )) = α.
For any fixed q , Fe(H 1m(R/B)) = H 1m(R/B[q]), so, for any fixed q , and t  0 (where t may
depend on q),
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(
N
[q]
Fe(H 1m(R/B))
)= λ( (B,xt )[q]
(B,xt+1)[q]
)
= λ
(
R
(B[q] : xtq)+ (xq)
)
= λ
(
R
(B[q] : x∞)+ (xq)
)
= e
(
xq,
R
B[q] : x∞
)
= q · e
(
x,
R
B[q] : x∞
)
= q ·
(
v∑
i=1
λ
(
RPi
(B[q] : x∞)Pi
)
λ
(
R
(Pi, x)
))
= q ·
(
v∑
i=1
λ
(
RPi
B
[q]
Pi
)
λ
(
R
(Pi, x)
))
= q · (α · qd−1 +O(qd−2))
= α · qd +O(qd−1). (4.3)
Hence limq→∞ 1qd λ(N
[q]
Fe(H 1m(R/B))
) exists and is α, proving Eq. (4.1). 
Corollary 4.2. Using the same notation as in Theorem 4.1, let A1 ⊆ A2 ⊆ H 1m(R/B) be
R-submodules with λ(A2) < ∞. Then the relative Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity eHK(A1,A2;
H 1m(R/B)) exists.
Proof. We will use the notation adopted above. If x is a parameter on R/B , then after replacing
x by a power, the assumption that A2 has finite length allows us to assume that A2 ⊆ N .
Let H = H 1m(R/B) for convenience.
Let g = λ(R/(B,x)), and let L0 = 0  L1  · · ·  Lg = R/(B,x) be a saturated filtration.
Let Mi ⊆ H be the image of Li under the composition Li ⊆ R/(B,x) ↪→ H . Clearly we may
assume that for some i1  i2, A1 = Mi1 and A2 = Mi2 .
Clearly, it suffices to show that for each i, limq→∞ 1qd λ((Mi)
[q]
Fe(H)) exists.
For each t  1 and each i, let Mit be the image of Li under the inclusion R/(B,x) x
t−1−−→
R/(B,xt ). It is then clear that for each t and each i, ϕitq : M
[q]
it
M
[q]
i−1,t
 M
[q]
i
M
[q]
i−1
.
Also, for each q
g∑
i=1
λ
(
M
[q]
i
M
[q]
i−1
)
= λ(N [q]Fe(H)), (4.4)
and for each q and t
g∑
i=1
λ
(
M
[q]
it
M
[q]
i−1,t
)
= λ((Nt )[q]
R/
(
B,xt
)[q]). (4.5)
The surjectivity of ϕitq shows that the sum in Eq. (4.4) is term by term bounded above by the
sum in Eq. (4.5) (for each t).
Suppose that for some i0, the sequence { 1qd λ(M
[q]
i0
/M
[q]
i0−1)} fails to have a limit. Choose
Q a subsequence of q’s which yields lim infq{ 1qd λ(M
[q]
i0
/M
[q]
i0−1)}, and which gives a conver-
gent subsequence of { 1d λ(M [q]/M [q] )} for all j = i0. Set βi = limq∈Q{ 1d λ(M [q]/M [q] )}, andq j j−1 q i i−1
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[q]
it /M
[q]
i−1,t )} = eHK(Mi−1,t ,Mi,t ;R/(B,xt )) for each 1 i  g and all t .
Then each βi  βit , and βi0 < limt→∞ βi0t (since βi0 < lim supq{ 1qd λ(M
[q]
i0
/M
[q]
i0−1)} βi0t for
all t). Hence,
eHK(0,N : H) = lim
q∈Q
g∑
i=1
1
qd
λ
(
M
[q]
i
M
[q]
i−1
)
=
g∑
i=1
βi
< lim
t→∞
g∑
i=1
βit = lim
t→∞ eHK
(
0,Nt ;R/
(
B,xt
))
.
But by Theorem 4.1, the last displayed limit is equal to eHK(0,N : H), a contradiction. 
We can now prove our main theorem about the existence of the F -signature.
Theorem 4.3. Let (R,m, k) be a strongly F -regular ring of dimension d which is Q-Gorenstein
in codimension d − 2. Choose a canonical ideal J ⊆ R and x2, . . . , xd as in Proposition 3.3. Let
J˜ = (J, x22 , . . . , x2d−1) and let u1 be a socle element modulo (J˜ , xd).
Assume that the sequence {
1
qd
λ
(
H 0m
(
R
J˜ [q]
))}
q>0
is bounded above.
For n 0, set
sn(R) = lim
q→∞
1
qd
λ
(
R
(J˜ [q] : xnqd + (xqd )) : uq1
)
= eHK
((
J˜ , xn+1d
)
,
(
J˜ , xn+1d , u1x
n
d
))
. (4.6)
Then s(R) exists and limn→∞ sn(R) = s(R).
Proof. Let u be the socle element in E = ER(k), and let u′ be the socle element in H 1m(R/J˜ ).
Then u′ is the image of u1 under the injection R/(J˜ , xd) → H 1m(R/J˜ ). By Proposition 3.3, the
relative Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity eHK(0, u;ER(k)) exists if eHK(0, u′;H 1m(R/J˜ )) does. Theo-
rem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 now apply, and the proof yields Eq. (4.6). 
5. Desired bounds on local cohomology for rings essentially of finite type over a field
In this section we show that the hypothesized bound on local cohomology in Theorem 4.3
holds for rings essentially of finite type over a field. The next result is a generalization of a
theorem of Vraciu’s [17]. Her proof actually shows this.
Lemma 5.1. Let R be a finitely generated algebra over a field k of positive characteristic p,
with dimR = n + m. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. Assume that there are elements
x1, . . . , xn, z1, . . . , zm ∈ R, algebraically independent over k, such that R is module-finite over
the subalgebra k[x1, . . . , xn, z1, . . . , zm] and x1, . . . , xn ∈ Ann(M).
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a k[z1, . . . , zm]-module given by a matrix of size a1qn × a2qn, in which the degree in each Zi of
each entry is at most Cq (here q = pe).
Proof. This is the statement in [17, Lemma 2], with the single variable z replaced by the set of
variables {z1, . . . , zm}. The argument given in [17] to bound the exponent on a single z can be
applied to each zi individually. 
The next result is true without the “domain” hypothesis, but the proof is more awkward. Since
the domain hypothesis suffices for our purposes, we prove the more restrictive statement.
Corollary 5.2. Let (R,m) be a domain which is also an algebra essentially of finite type over a
field (of positive characteristic) having dimension d . For any ideal I ⊆ R such that dimR/I = 1,
the sequence of numbers {λ(H 0m(R/I [q]))/qd} is bounded above.
Proof. R is a localization of a finitely generated k-algebra, so assume that R = SP where S is a
domain which is a finitely generated algebra over the field k (say of dimension d + t), and IR =
BSP where B is an ideal of S. We can assume that ht(P ) = d and ht(B) = d − 1. We may then
choose a Noether normalization k[x1, . . . , xd−1, z1, . . . , zt+1] ⊆ S such that x1, . . . , xd−1 ∈ B
and z1 ∈ P (so z2, . . . , zt+1 are necessarily in S − P ). By Lemma 5.1, there is a presentation
matrix of FeS (S/B) = S/B[q] as a k[z1, . . . , zt+1]-module of size a1qd−1 × a2qd−1 where a1
and a2 are integers. Moreover, the degree of the entries in zi , 1 i  t + 1, are bounded by Cq
for some C > 0. We can localize at P and (z1)k[z1, . . . , zt+1] to see that FeR(R/I) = R/I [q]
has a presentation as a k(z2, . . . , zt+1)[z1]-module which is a1qd−1 × a2qd−1 with degree of the
entries in z1 bounded by Cq .
Let L = k(z2, . . . , zt+1). We then have A = L[z1](z1) ⊆ T = L[z1, x1, . . . , xd−1](z1,x1,...,xd−1)
⊆ R. The second extension is module finite, so there exists an integer C′ such that if M is a finite
length R-module then λT (M) = C′λR(M). So it suffices to give a bound for λT (H 0m(R/I [q])).
But λT (H 0m(R/I [q])) = λT/(x1,...,xd−1)[q](H 0m(R/I [q])) = λA(H 0m(R/I [q])), so we are computing
lengths over a PID.
For any N1 × N2 matrix G with entries in A, where each entry has degree in z1 at most D,
the theory of modules over a PID shows that λA(H 0z1A(cok(G))) is the order of Ir (G) where
r is the rank of G, Ir(G) is the ideal of r × r minors of G, and order is with respect to the
ideal z1A. But it is clear from the computation that this order is at most D · min{N1,N2}. Thus
λA(H
0
m(R/I
[q])) (Cq) · min{a1qd−1, a2qd−1} = C′′qd , as desired. 
Recall that by a result of Lipman [11] every two-dimensional F -rational (e.g., strongly F -re-
gular) ring is Q-Gorenstein. Thus it is immediate from Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 4.3 that
Theorem 5.3. Let (R,m) be a strongly F -regular local ring essentially of finite type over a field
(or a completion of such a ring). If R is Q-Gorenstein in codimension dim(R) − 2 then the
F -signature of R exists.
In particular if (R,m) is strongly F -regular, dim(R)  4, and R is essentially of finite type
over a field, then the F -signature of R exists.
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